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1. COACHING PHILOSOPHY
LongTerm Athlete Development
Swim Ireland Aquatic Pathway

The aquatic pathway as shown below has been based around

Long Term Athlete Development principles (LTAD). The LTAD

principles focus on an individuals suitable physical training and

education, competition

and recovery stages that

is relevant to the individ-

uals development and

growth, specifically in the

younger years. These

principles have been

supported by scientific

research.

The Swim Ireland LTAD

model identifies that

aquatics/ swimming is a

sport for life with partic-

pation for all ‘from the

Cradle to the Grave’.

Aims

our aim is to nurture and achieve success by having a positive

approach, whatever the results. The parent has a key role in

the club – to encourage the sense of support for the young

athletes. Be positive – regardless of the results; be proud; praise

– when needed and offer encouragement. If they come last,

having tried their very best – they have come first in our eyes

because ‘trying your best’ is the most important factor.
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Goals

The daily goal of the club is to achieve great competitive

swimming skills without focusing on winning at all cost. It is

to have fun in learning and to participate in events. It is not

racing to win, which can lead to children being very hard on

themselves, resulting in disappointment and leading to a big

psychological fall. Another key goal is to develop team and

social skills, in a safe and positive environment, promoting the

concept that children be children and teenagers be teenagers,

before evolving into the adult world.

The club’s medium term goal for its swimmers is to

encourage participation in galas appropriate to their level

of swimming. Competing in galas helps the swimmers to

set realistic goals that they can build on. It is also great fun

for the swimmers. They will build lasting friendships and

great memories from competing in galas together.

The club's long term goal for its swimmers is to develop

them to the level where they compete in Regional Club gala

('A' galas), the Connacht Championships, Division 1 and 2 and

other national competitions. Qualifying for these competitions

is a significant achievement in itself and it is very important

that swimmers are supported and encouraged to participate.

Long course training is a great

advantage to competing in Long

Course Competitions such as the

nation Age Group Championships

(Division 1’s). The club will make

arrangements for club members

to partake in long course training

during the year – most likely in

university of Limerick pool.
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2. TRAINING

The Club is delighted to offer

training sessions for a wide

range of swimmers: be it young

people who have just left swimming

classes, teenagers who enjoy swim-

ming and competitive swimmers.

We call our teams Senior Squad,

Junior Squad, Development Squad,

Skills Squad, Endurance Squad and

Transition Group.

Swimmers have guidelines to follow.

We do understand that there are times that training will

be interrupted for important events. However, it is impor-

tant that parents do their utmost to plan ahead, to ensure

the least interruption to the swimmers programme and

physiological preparation. This will ensure that their hard

work will have a great advantage in working to achieve

their goals. Sometimes swimmers will race with a tired

body, which will help teach their body to cope with

overload. The body will learn to recover better which in

turn will help strengthen the heart, increase lung capacity

and other physiological factors.

Group guidelines

Training to swim is more tha about performance and gala

results. Good behaviour, fairness and motivation, wiliness

to train, sportsmanship are all required along with physical

abilities such as flexibility, strength, speed and other relevant

qualities needed to be an athlete.
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Group Descriptions and Aims

All Groups have guidelines set by the head coach. Swimming is

not a precise science and at the discretion of the coach a swim-

mer can be moved to a different group if coach in agreement

with the swimmer and parents feel it can benefit the swimmer.

Senior Squad
Swimmers in these categories compete at galas. These swimmers

have 8.5h of pool time and 1 hr of land training available to them

and access to long course training.

Aim: Training to qualify and ultimately compete to a high level

at Regional Galas, Connacht Championships, national Division 1

and Division 2 championships and other national Senior events.

Junior Squad
Swimmers in this category compete at galas. These swimmers

have 6.5h of pool time and 1 hr of land training available to them.

Aim: Compete at B/C Galas. Learn to train to compete for A times.

Development Squad
Swimmers in this category compete at galas. These swimmers

have 4.5h of pool time available to them.

Aim: Compete at B/C Galas. Learn to train to compete for A times.

Skills Squad
Swimmers in this category have the option to compete at galas.

These swimmers have 3h available to them.

Aim: Compete at a B/C gala.
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Transition Squad
These are our most junior members and are transitioning to

competitive swimming from Swim schools where they are in

the top lesson group. They have 1.5hr of training with the club

in addition to theor regulat swim school.

Aim: Learn to train. Learn fundamental competitive skills.

Dealing with Swimmers Behaviour

Whilst the club want swimmers to have fun, swimmers are in

the pool to swim! Swimmers must respect all other swimmers,

follow the club’s Code of Conduct, follow the coaches instruc-

tions and listen carefully. Swimmers that refuse to cooperate

may result in the following disciplinary action:

• If poor behaviour is witnessed, the coach will discuss the

issue first with the swimmer, explaining that the behaviour

is wrong and why.

• If poor behaviour continues, a verbal warning will be

issued by a coach

• If poor behaviour continues, a 2nd verbal warning will be

issued by a coach. The swimmer may be asked to sit on

poolside with PIA. It is at the coaches’ discretion as to

the length of time (maximum 10 minutes).

• If the poor behaviour continues again, after the swimmer

has returned to the pool, they may be asked to leave the

pool, change and wait with PIA or be collected.

• If poor behaviour recurs regularly the Chair (in conjunction

with the committee and children’s officer) will decide best

course of action.

• All incidents will be detailed on the Incident Log and the

parent informed.
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What is the Parent in Attendance
(PIA)?

The Parent-In-Attendance (PIA) policy is a Swim Ireland

directive. A parent must be in attendance, on duty, for

each scheduled swimming session. Swimming sessions

will be cancelled if there is no PIA.

A roster of PIA is emailed during the last week of every

month for the following month. It is the responsibility of

the parent rostered to arrange a swap with another parent

if they are unable to be present at their appointed time.

The PIA should:

• Arrive 10 minutes before scheduled training sessions.

• Introduce him/herself to the coach

• Collect the PIA folder and record the names of the

coaches and the attending swimmers.

• observe the swimming session from the viewing area

and for 10 minutes after the session.

• The parent in attendance should remain in the open

area and should not go into the changing area.

• Parents In Attendance should not get involved in

disciplining a swimmer(s).

• Record any incidents they observed during the training

session in the parent in attendance sheet

• Record any reports given to them by coaches

• A major incident should be

recorded in the Incident form

located in the PIA folder, placed

in the accompanying envelope

and left in the PIA folder.

• Return the Bluefin folder. The

parent-in-attendance sheets

are important club records and

should not be removed from

the folder.
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3. GALAS

Qualifications

Qualifying times are kept up-to-date at

http://schmidt.nuigalway.ie/galaman/

Entries

B&C Galas:When a Swimmer qualifies for a swim meet they

will be entered in to as many events as they are allowed, to

swim their choice of strokes that are available. This promotes

general development of skills in all strokes and to avoid early

specialisation in the sport, as per Irish sports council guidelines.

new swimmers are welcome to compete but are not expected

to participate in competitions until the next holiday break

– if their skills permit it.

A Galas: Swimmers will be automatically entered in all events

they qualify for, to promote general development of skills in all

strokes and to avoid early specialisation in the sport as per Irish

sports council guidelines.

Entries for National or International events:

To promote their performance at this level, swimmers will

decide which events to swim with the Head Coach.

Relays: Set up prior to the event, relays are based on the last

and fastest official time from a recognised Swim Ireland time.

If there is no time available, ‘club trials’ can be run.

Scratches: To avoid the club or parents being sanctioned or

fined, swimmers are not allowed to scratch an event on the day

without a medical cert. Scratches can only be made within the
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allocated time frame and must be made by the Team Manager

after the discision has been discussed with the coach. This is a

Swim Ireland stipulation, which applies to all SI galas from B/C to

national Level galas. Scratching may be permitted at national

level under specific circumstances and at the coach’s discretion

only. under no circumstance is anyone other than Team Manager

or Coach allowed to scratch a swimmer as this could result in the

swimmer/club team being sanctioned by the event organiser.

EventWarmUp and Cool Down Protocol

All swimmers, male and female, must attend the official warm-

up with the team. We have our team meetiing after the warm-

up. Swimming events can be long and exhausting, but this is

the sport we have chosen and it comes with some attractive

benefits and challenges.

ACTION

600 DPS

200 Kick
normal kick 15secs for 5secs sprint

6 to 8 x 50m pace work
target 50m time expected
at the event + turn

3 sprints all out
1x25m and 2x12.5m

400 DPS
Note: If Sprint lane busy, start the
above 400m until sprint lane is avail-
able. For example, 200 DPS / 3 sprints /
Finish 200 DPS

AIMS

• warm up the body / muscles /
heart / mobilise joints

• feel the water / walls / turns /
pool environment

• good stroke memory for the events

• good breathing pattern for
the events

• remove pre-race stress

• activate fast switch muscle fibres

• switch on leg action for the events

• stroke rate and count

• race speed management /strategy

• practice racing turns

• maximise starts / under water /
stream line / correct smooth
braking of the surface

• prepare body to tolerate lactic acid

• good head & body position

• good arms & legs actions

• warm down the body /
lactic removal
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Having a seating area together creates good team morale,

and when one group are warming up, the others look after

the bags and make last minute preparations. Swimmers

arriving late to galas may find it difficult to settle into an

environment that is already tuned into race mode.

The beginning of an event is extremely important for

swimmers and coaches, who need to make full use of

the time available. Interruptions by late swimmers is

disruptive to the rest of the team – for example, the

team will be wondering if they are coming, whether

to scratch them and may be considering the relay?

finally, coaches will not allow swimmers to race if the

warm-up is missed, for obvious health and safety reasons.
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Performance

Swim Meets are expensive to enter and attend. A gala takes

up much less energy than a full training session. Travelling to a

meet for only one or two swims is not making the best use of

swimmers preparation and training. Contrary to most beliefs,

swimming less at a gala does not mean a better performance.

Muscles need to be constantly triggered and the body needs

to be kept stimulated for the duration of a long meet. In fact, it

is beneficial for a swimmer to swim more events, rather than

less, at a meet.

Performance is not always time-related.

Your skills may improve rather than your time. Race manage-

ment is another skill. You may swim matching the same time

as your previous performance, but at a better pace, with bet-

ter turns and attacking the walls. Another factor is your resist-

ance against the water – critical speed or stroke rates which

require more scientific elements than just ‘pure speed’.

Physical andmental development are skills based

on experience.Moving from the innocence of young

swimmers, who have little fear and inhibition, to teenage

years, and building their confi-

dence can be difficult and can

have a major effect on perform-

ance. Physical and psychological

changes can be challenging, but

expected. Reaching a ‘plateau’ at

this stage is very common and

affects 99% of athletes and is part

of the process in becoming a

more mature athlete.

Young athletes who are high-

achievers tend to do very well up

to about the age of 16, and unfor-
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tunately they tend to leave the sport

early when they reach this plateau.

It is possible to push them too hard

to succeed at young age. Young

people are under constant pressure

to make important decisions regard-

ing their future in both career and

sport. Pressure does not work and

often causes more problems. Instead

the focus should be on supporting

them in their choices.

TeamManager

The Team Manager is the direct link between the coach

and the swimmers parents. They look after the swimmers

during the gala, making sure they are properly prepared

and lined-up for their event. They also deal with any

issues swimmers may have, which can occur on the day.

It is important for parents to liaise with the Team Manager

and avoid approaching the coach unnecessarily.

Parent’s role at Galas

The club’s focus is to be a team. Swimming is a team sport

with individual events. The team has a major impact on an

individual’s performance. Team spirit and atmosphere is the

backbone of daily training. Team support gives athletes that

extra push needed to perform better than they think they can.

We ask the parents promote team spirit. While we understand

parents need to protect their children, it is important for the

swimmers to feel independent, respected and, also, trusted.

Trusting the club structure, coaches and team managers are

important.
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We believe the role of the parent in a very competitive

environment is to support the swimmers regardless of the

outcome of their performance.

Encourage their achievements and support them through

disappointments. Swimmers know whether they have

preformed well or not and tend to feel down when they

don’t succeed. Your role is very important in making them

feel good about themselves.

We believe in not over correcting the athlete on the day

of an event, but to be patient and correct afterwards in

training, as it is very hard to change habits from one swim

to another on the day. Please refrain from giving them

feedback on their swim as it can give them conflicting

information, leading to confusion which can affect their

races and skills.

We believe in develop-

ing skills at a young age,

in all strokes to avoid

early specialisation

which can lead to injury

and over training. It’s

all about building the

“engine”. Remember a

gala is usually easier

than a training session

during which they swim

well over 10 times what

they would in a gala. Galas are usually more about pressure

than fatigue. Sometimes a swimmer can feel ‘sick’ at a gala

and don’t feel like going swimming. This is normal. Really it

is a mixture of stress, fear and nerves and is part of the

whole process, which they must learn to deal with.
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4. INJURY, ILLNESS AND RECOVERY
If a swimmer is injured or sick, the following protocol applies:

• They will be advised to go home and rest until they’re well.

• If the symptoms persist, they will be advised to take the

following three days off any type of training after which

they are advised to seek medical advice.

• A medical practitioner’s cert is required for longer absences

or continuous interrupted training.

Rest is an important component of our training programme.

Ideally, we would like them to sleep between 8 and 10 hours

a day. The training block and cycles can sometimes be made

to drain their body over a period of 6 weeks to then build

them up again to a stronger and fitter body. If this process is

interrupted, by allowing the swimmer to take unscheduled

rest from training, it will affect their ability to endure more

training in the future. It is a good idea to discuss this with the

coach and not making a quick ‘call’ on a morning session just

because they feel tired, they may need an extra push or

support to succeed.

over-resting through a phase of hard work can affect their

preparation, by not been able to race in events requiring

three days of racing for example.
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5. FOOD AND HYDRATION
our active and growing teenage athletes have special

nutritional needs – starting with the basics of a healthy

and varied diet. Here’s a super resource packed with

information about what to eat and drink to perform

at your best in sport, stay healthy and feel great.

safefood.eu/SafeFood/media/SafeFoodLibrary/

Documents/Publications/Consumer/NI-Teen-Sports-

Leaflet-for-Web.pdf

Competition Days
Drink fluids little and often to stay properly hydrated.

Allow approx 2 hours

Early Morning Events (8am-10am)
Eat breakfast between 6am-7am

Don’t swim on empty. Even if you feel nervous,

make breakfast happen! Have a light meal of complex

carbohydrates such as cereal, toast, bagel, juice, fruit

and fruit smoothie

Afternoon Events (2pm-4pm)
Eat between 11am-1pm depending on start time

pasta salad, cup of noodles, small sandwich with chicken,

tuna, banana, peanut butter, salad and rice

Evening Events (6pm-9pm)
Eat between 4pm-5 pm meal (early dinner)

Small quantities of spaghetti with meat sauce, bean

burritos with rice, low-fat beef or chicken with potatoes

or rice, milk, yogurt, fruit, vegetables, breads and rice
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Great Snack Ideas
• Pretzels, trail mix, dry cereal

• Pasta salad

• Bananas, grapes, apples, plums, pears

• Dried fruit e.g. raisins, apricots, mango

• Crackers and rice cakes with bananas and/or honey

• Mini-pancakes, fruit buns

• Cereal bars, fruit bars, sesame snaps

• Yoghurt and yoghurt drinks

• Prepared vegetable crudités e.g. carrots, peppers,

cucumber and celery

After the Event
To speed up recovery after

meets, be sure to drink 16

to 24 ounces of fluids such

as water or diluted sports

drink or fruit juice. Also, within a half hour after your last

race eat a high-carbohydrate snack with some protein. This

will aid in your recovery. Then within two hours of the end

of the meet, eat a full balanced meal.

Children tend to overload their system with sugar,

which is unnecessary. Coaches might confiscate energy

and sugary drinks, or any sugary products, if deemed

necessary. It affects their performance, making them

hyper, lose focus and moody.

6. STUDYING
We are aware that studying is a priority. Scientific research

suggests that reducing training time during an exam year

does not necessarily mean better results in exams. our

suggestion is to continue training as normal during an

exam year, taking time off when necessary – before/during

mock exams etc.
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SUGGESTED KIT LIST
As swimmers move up in the club the training groups may

begin to use additional swimming kit.

Photos of kit items are shown for reference only.

Basic Kit:
Skills Squad:
• Swimsuit

• Swimming Hat (with spare)

• Goggles (with spare pair)

• Drinking bottle

• Short fins

Additional Kit:
Development Squad:
Snorkel

float Pullbuoy

finger Paddles

Tennis Ball

Meshbag

Competitive Squad:
Dryland Cord

Drag Shorts & T-shirt

Gym Mat

Performance Squad:
Breast Stroke (Positive Drive) fins (M)

Paddles
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Float / Pullbuoy Short Fins Drag Shorts

Finger Paddles Full Paddles Posi�ve Drive Fins

Centre SnorkelMesh Kit Bag Tennis Ball
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